
 
 
 

 
 

The Amazon Experience 
 
 
I hereby submit myself to The Amazon Goddess, to be owned, collared, and disciplined whenever 
and however Mistress sees fit. To kneel at her feet in the most humble way in honor of her 
presence.. To always show gratitude and appreciation for her time and efforts of molding me into 
the perfect slave for her amusement, pleasure, and gain.. always knowing my place whether I'm 
away or in her face.  
 
I will do my absolute best to gain Mistress trust and time, I will follow rules, I will be at my best at all 
times.. Submissively I beg of Mistress to take ownership over my yearning flesh and rebuild me into a 
better me for her, pushing my limits and forcing me to cross boundaries when she decides it's time 
for me to move to the next phase of submission.  
 
I will stick to my word and not waste her very valuable time for I know I am not the only weak 
pathetic flesh in need of her guidance and existence in their life. In fact I will recognize that I am 
merely just a part of her cattle and will be dealt with accordingly to her availability and in the 
meantime I will go forth with whatever instructions Mistress gives me, I will not lose my way when 
I'm left alone, I will be a good boy for Mistress..  
 
in return I will gain the pleasure of serving an amazing Ebony Goddess, having all that I fantasize 
about Submissively turned into reality and also carry out any kinky, perverted fetishes that she 
enjoys for her own fulfillment no matter how twisted or cruel for at the end of the day it's all about 
my Queen and not my own selfish wants and needs. I understand that Mistress is a lifestylist Superior 
FemDom and there for she does not do any work or labor for others dedicating all of her supreme 
beingness to her passion and commitment to BDSM therefore she expects monetary compensation 
for her session time as well as gift offerings on special occasions or just because..  
 
I will choose my words wisely and know that when I speak of my longing yearn for desired sessions 
or punishments Mistress will put them to the test and if for any reason I back out or cancel a session 
or was just not satisfying enough for her amusement and entertainment I will be forced to put my 
money where my mouth is by compensating my Queen anyway for sparking her twisted kinky 
arousement and not following through.  
 
I know that Mistress will be fair and not put more on slave than he can handle but just enough to 
make her disappointment felt for these endured punishments will only make a better slave out of 
me. I understand that Mistress is a very skilled and experienced hands-on FemDom and she will be 
patient with training and grant slave safe words, sending me into subspace and nurturing me with 
aftercare. I understand that Mistress is more than capable to handle her Control as my Queen and 
ruler..  
 


